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This paper investigates the strong commutant, the weak commutant and the 
form commutant of an unbounded symmetric (nonself-adjoint) operator and of an 
unbounded *-representation on a Hilbert space. For two examples of unbounded 
symmetric operators these commutants are described in terms of singular integral 
operators and of Toeplitz operators, respectively. t 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
There are two basic possibilities to define (bounded) cornmutants of 
unbounded symmetric operators. Let A be a symmetric linear operator on 
a Hilbert space 3y and let CE B(N). We say C commures strongly, with A if 
CA G AC. In this way commutativity of C and A is defined in most of the 
textbooks on functional analysis (see, e.g., [ 1, 121). We say C commutes 
u’eakllt with A if ( CAq, +) = (Cq, A@ j for all V, tj E 8(A) (or equiva- 
lently, if CA G A* C). This notion was first used in papers on quantum field 
theory (see, e.g., [ 13, 163). In the same way one has two concepts of 
(bounded) cornmutants for *-representations of a *-algebra [3]. Further- 
more, intertwining sesqulinear forms on spaces of CX-vectors play an 
important role in representation theory of Lie groups and enveloping 
algebras as shown in [4] and [ 111. A similar cornmutant consisting of ses- 
quilinear forms has been used in [2]. 
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we study the strong cornmutant 
and the weak cornmutant of unbounded symmetric operators. For certain 
concrete operators we obtain an explicit description of these cornmutants 
in terms of singular integral operators or Toeplitz operators. Second, we 
investigate the unbounded cornmutant and the weak form-cornmutant (and 
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more g:nerally the corresponding intertwining spaces) for *-represen- 
tations. 
Secticn 1 contains the definitions and some basic properties of the 
intertwining spaces Z,,(A, B), 3,,(A, B*) and J,,,(A, B), n, rnE N, for 
closed symmetric operators A and B. To describe these spaces, we have to 
find all bounded operators D satisfying an operator equation of the form 
(I-Q)(DW-ZD)(I-P)=O. In a slightly modified form this equation is 
considered in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we combine the results of Sec- 
tions 1 ind 2 to describe the spaces 3~4, A), 3,,( A, A *) and 3,,,,(A, A) 
(and in particular, the strong commutant and the weak commutant of A) 
for certain closed symmetric operators A. 
In Se:tion 5 we study unbounded intertwining spaces for *-represen- 
tations of a *-algebra. In case of the polynom algebra in one variable the 
study of these spaces can be reduced (under a certain assumption) to the 
spaces introduced in Section 1. 
Notat,on. We denote by N the positive integers and by N, the non- 
negative integers. The scalar product of an Hilbert space is always denoted 
by C.3 . ). We abbreviate linear hull, to l.h., and closed linear hull, to c.1.h. 
For an operator A we denote by S?(A) the domain of A. Moreover, we 
define 4O:=I, 9r(A):=r)ntN %A’*) and IIvlIA := IlAd + llvll for 
cp E .Q( A I. Closed linear operators are always meant to be densely defined. 
If L I is a collection of operators, ..I‘ r 9 is the set of the restrictions A r 9 
of ‘4 E ti t to P. In a similar way the symbol ..t ‘* will be understood. If X’ is 
a Hilber space and if L 1” c B(X), I 1.’ is the usual commutant of ,.t ‘ within 
W=ff). 
1. THE INTERTWINING SPACES 3,( A, B) AND 3,,,,,( A, B) 
1.1. Suppose A and B are closed linear operators on Hilbert spaces 
.# and ,Y‘. 
Let n : No and /HEN,. We denote by %,JA, X) the set of all linear 
operator; C: 9(A”) -+ X for which there exists a constant p > 0 such that 
11 Cqll d 1) 111~11 An for all cp E 9( A”). We let a,,,( A, B) be the set of all ses- 
quilinear forms c on 9(A”)xP(B”‘) for which Ir(cp, $)I <PI((PII~~,, III I/~, for 
q E 9( A’ ) and $ E 9( B”), where p is a certain positive constant. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Suppose n, me N. We let 3,(A, B) denote the set of all 
operator; CE’%,~,(A, .X) such that COGS and CAq= B&p for 
all cp E f?( A”). Let s,,,(A, B) be the set of all sesquilinear forms 
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cES?+,,, ,.., (A, B) satisfying c(Aq, $) = ~(go, BIG/) for cp E 9(A”) and 
$EL~(B”‘). 
For arbitrary n E N and m E N the above definition is useful to study 
unbounded intertwining spaces for *-representations (see Sect. 5). 
We shall write 3(A, Bj for 3,(A, B). 3(A, B) is simply the vector space 
of all bounded linear operators C: X +X which intertwine A and B. 
3(A, A) is called the strong cornmutant or simply the cornmutant of A. If A 
is a symmetric operator, 3(A, A*) is said to be the weak cornmutant of A. 
Some simple facts are collected in Lemma 2 the proof of which is 
straightforward and therefore omitted. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) 3(A, B) is closed in the weak operator topology of 
lB( -x, x-). 
(ii) 3(A, B)* := {C*: CE~(A, B)) =3(B*, A*). 
(iii) 3(A, A) is a subalgebra of E%(X). 
(iv) If A is symmetric, 3(A, A*) is a *-invariant linear subspace of 
WH). 
1.2. From now on we assume that A and B are closed symmetric 
linear operators. 
Suppose ; E C\R. Let P, be the projection on H’ with range 
((A -Z) 9(A))’ = ker(A* -z) and let U, be the Cayley transform of A. 
Thatis, U,isdefinedbyU,(A-?)cp=(A-~)cpforcp~9(A)andU,cp=O 
for cp E P,.x’. It is well known that U= is a partial isometry with initial 
space (A - ?) 9(A) = (I - P,) ~9’ and range (A -z) 9(A) = (I- P,) X. For 
n E N, let P,,,, be the projection of onto the closed linear span of 
(Ur )” P,X, k = 0 ,..., n - 1. Then, 
53( A”) = ( UI - I)” (I- P;,,,) 3y: for each n E N. (1) 
(In case z= i this has been shown in [14, Lemma 1.51. For arbitrary 
-E C/R the proof is the same.) We denote by Qz, I/,, and Qz,n the  
corresponding operators for B. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose 2 E @\R and n, m E N,. /1 linear operator 
C: S(A”) -+ X [resp. sesquilinearform c on Q(A”) x ~9(B’“)] is in %,,(A, X) 
[resp. &?,,,,,( A, B) if and onlJ7 if there is a bounded operator C, E Eb(2, X ) 
such that Cq = C=(A - Z)” cp for cp E 9(A”) [resp. ~(cp, $) = ( CZ(A - 2)” cp, 
(B-z)“‘$)for LEO and+E9(Bm)]. 
Proof. We carry out the proof in case of C. Since A is symmetric, the 
norms cp + IId .4n and cp + ll(A - 2)” cpII are equivalent on S(A”). 
Therefore, if CE%,JA, X), then IIC(p(l <pll(A-Z)” cpll, VEX, for 
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some c,xrstant p > 0. It suffices to define C,(A - 5)” cp := Cq for cp E 9’( A”) 
and C,cp = 0 for cp E ((A - 2)” 9(A”))l. The converse is obvious. 
If C and c are as in Lemma 1.3, we then write C= C,( A - ,)‘* and 
C( ., ) =. (C,(A - 5)“., (B - z)“. ) in what follows. Note that C- is not uni- 
que in general. For C, CI is uniquely determined only on (A - j)” 9?( A”) = 
(I- P, ,) X. In case of c it is unique up to a bounded summand 2;; which 
satisfies (I- Q_,,n) c,(Z- P,,,,) =O. 
From the preceding it is clear that the vector spaces %,JA, X) and 
.?&JA, B) can be identified via c( ., . ) = (C., . ), where CE %,,( A. n‘) and 
c E a,*., A, B). Using this identification, we have 
LEM~ A I .4. For each n E N, 3,( A, B*) = 3,,, , (A, B). 
Prooj 1 By the above identification, ,:E &,,,(A, B) if and only if 
(CAq, $ ) = (Cq, BIG/) for all cp E 9(A”) and $ E 9(B). Obviously, the lat- 
ter is e’.mivalent o Cq Ed and CAq = B*Cq for all VEIL, i.e., 
C~‘3,,(.4, B*). 
1.3. THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that ; E C\R and n, m E N. 
(i ) -4 sesquilinear form c~.& -I.,,, -,(A, B) with c(.;)= 
(C,(A--2)” I., (B-z)“~‘.) is in &,,,,(A, B) !f and only if 
(I- Q;,,n)( V,C, - C, U,)(I- P,,,,) = 0. 
(ii) Suppose CE%,,,~,(A,X) with C=C:(A-?)“+‘. Then: 
(ii.1) CE~,,(A, B*) ifand on/~* [f’ 
(I- Q,)( V,C,- C’,U,)(Z- P,,,,)=O. 









LEMMA 1.6. Let C be as above. Let B, be a closed operator on X. Then, 
CES,J.I, B,) ifandonly ifC,(U=-I)(f-p,,,,)cp~~(B~) and 
(f-z,C,(Z-P,,,)cp=(B,-z)C;(U:-I)([-P;,,)cp -for all cp E 3. 
(6) 
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Prooj: Suppose CE~,,(A,B,). Let VEX. By (l), #:=(U;-I)” 
(I-P,,)cp~9(A”). By Definition 1.1, C$E?3(B,)and CA$=B,C$.Since 




The opposite direction follows by reversing these arguments. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Ad (i). Let q E X and [ E X. Then, by (l), 
q:=(U,-Z)“(Z-P,,,,)q~G2(,4”) and II/:=(V=-Z)m(Z-Q_,,n,)[~~(B’“). 
Since V,* = V,, we get 
c((A-Z) cp, l+b)= (C:(A -Z)“cp, (B-r)“- rc/) 
=(C,(,-z)“(Z-P;,,)r/, (z-Z)‘+‘(V,-Z)(Z-Q:,,,)i) 
=(~-_)n+-I ((z-Q,,)(v,-z)C,(z-P,.,)'~,i) (7) 
and similarly 
4% (B-z) II/) 
=(~-z))n+nr-I ((Z-Q,.,,,) C,(~,-~(~-~‘;,)VI, 0. (8) 
Of course, ~E~,,.,,(A,B) if and only if c((A-z)cp,~)=c(cp,(B-z)~) 
for q~g(A”) and $E~(B”‘). Since T-z#O and all vectors q~g(A”) and 
tj E g(P) are of the form described above, the assertion follows 
immediately from (7) and (8). 
Ad (ii. 1). Combine Lemma 1.4 and (i) applied in case nz = 0. 
Ad (ii.2). First, suppose C E 3,(A, B). Let cp E 2. By Lemma 1.6, 
II/ := C,( Liz - Z)(Z- P,,,,) qJ E 9’(B), (9) 
that is, $ = ( V= -I) i for some { E (I- Q,) X. From (B-Z) $ = (Z-z) 5 
and (6) it follows that C,( Z - P:.,) cp = <. Here we again used that ? - z # 0. 
Hence @ = (V,- I) C,(Z- P,,,,) cp. Combined with (9), the latter yields 
( V,C, - C, U,)(Z- P,,,,) cp = 0. This proves (4). (5) follows from 
C,(Z- P;,,,) cp = CE (I- Q_) X. 
Conversely, suppose (4) and (5) are valid. Let cp E 2. Because of (4) 
and (5), we have C,(U,-Z)(Z-Pz,,)cp=(V=-Z)(Z-Q=)C,(Z-P;,,)cp. 
Applying (B-Y) to the latter, we obtain (6). According to Lemma 1.6, 
CE 3,,(A, B). The proof of Theorem 1.5 is complete. 
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; .4. In what follows we write U := (ii, V := V,, P, := Pi, 
P_ := A’Yi, Q + :=Qi and QP :=QPi. In case z=i, n=l Theorem 1.5 
gives 
CORCLLARY 1.7. Suppose CE D(X, X). 
(i) CED(A,B*) ifandonlyif(Z-Q-)(VC-CU)(Z-P+)=O. 
(ii) CE~(A,B) if and only f (VC-CU)(Z-P+)=O and 
Q+C(Z-P+)=O. 
CORCLLARY 1.8. For each 2 E C\rW, 3(A, B) n 3( B, A)* = S( U,, I’;) n 
3( C’,, L’=)*. In particular, the hermitian parts of 3(A, A) and { U, )’ coincide 
for all : E C:\R. 
Pro?]: Fix - E 0, R. Let CE S( u,, V,) A 3( I-‘,, u,)*. From 
C* VT = II, C* we-get C*Q,X G P,X and Q,C(Z- P,) = 0. Since trivially 
(V,C- CU,)(f- P,)=O, Theorem l.S(ii.2), yields C’E~(A, B). By sym- 
metry, r:* E 3(B, A). 
Suppljse now CE~(A, B)n3(B, A)*. Since 3(B, A)*=3(A*, B*), 
CA* G ,?*C and thus CP,X = C ker(A* - 2) G ker(B* -z) = Q,X. Since 
I’,Q_=O, UIP,=O and (V-C-CU,)(Z-P,)=O by Theorem 1.5, the lat- 
ter implies V=C = CU,. Again by symmetry, C* E 3( V,, Or,). 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let =E C\[w and n, nz E N. Suppose that Q!=O. [f 
c(.;)= (C,(A-f)“-‘., (B-=)“‘-‘.)ES,,,,,(A, B), then CI(A-5)“-‘+‘~ 
3,,+,(A. E*) for re N, und ~(cp, $)= (Cz(A-5)“+“‘-’ cp, (I/) .for 
q&(4”+“‘-2 ) and +E9(B”-‘). 
Proqf The assumption Qf=O implies that Q,,/i =0 for kE N. Since 
c E 3 ,,,, J.4, B), (V,C, - C= U,)(Z- P,.,,) = 0 by Theorem 1.5(i). Therefore, 
( V,C, - C, U,)(Z-- P,,,,+r) = 0 which gives CI(A - 5)” ‘+r~ 3,,+,(,4, B*) 
for rE Fd, by Theorem 1.5(ii). Repeated application of the latter gives 
(C&A--:)“+“’ 2(p, I))= ((B*-:)“‘-’ C=(A -5)” ’ cp, $) = ~(cp, $) for 
q~$3(,4”+“‘~ ‘) and $EG’(B”‘+‘). 
RemaTks. (I) In general neither 3(A, B) contains 3( U,, V,) nor 
3( U,, I’,) contains S(A, B). Since P, U,( I- P=) # 0 in general, we have 
U_ E {Cl.)‘, but U-4 3(A, A) in general. From Example 1.10 below we see 
that {Cl. 1’ @ ,7(,4: A) in general. 
(2) Suppose A’ and B are closed symmetric extensions of A and B. 
For z E (:\[w let 8, and pz be the Cayley transforms of A’ and 8. Suppose 
c(.;)=(C,(A-;)“~‘.,(B-~)“‘~‘)E~,,~~.,~~(A,B) for some n,mEN. 
Since (/,(I- P,.,) = O,(Z- P ;,,,) and (I- Q,.,,,) V, = (I- Qf,,x) 8:, 
Theoren’ 1.5 shows that CE 3,,, (A, B) if and only if (Z-Q:,,,,) 
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( vZ C, - C, 8,)( I- P,,,) = 0. A similar remark applies for C E %,, ~ ,( A, X ). 
Then, C E 3,,(A, B) if and only if ( r,C’; - C, n=)( I- P,,,) = 0 and 
Q_ C,(Z - PZr,) = 0. Moreover, CE~,(A, B*) if and only if (I-Q,) 
(~~c,-c;u,)(l-P;,,)=o. 
(3) If A is a self-adjoint extension of A, then each bounded function 
of A’ is obviously in 3(A, A*), but not in 3(A, A) in general. 
(4) It is well known (see [l, Sect. 1033) and follows from 
Corollary 1.8 as well that a closed linear subspace of Z’ reduces A if and 
only if it reduces U, for one (and then for all) z E C\W. 
EXAMPLE 1.10. Let S be the unilateral shift on the Hardy space 
.Y=!f’(T) and let A:=i(S+Z)(I-S)-‘. Then Uj=S, U_;=S*, 
P =z”@z’ and P,.,, =0 for n E N. Suppose C = C,( A + i)“- ’ E 
g,,,, ,(A, X), where n E N and Ci~ B(X). By Theorem 1.5, CE 3,(A, A) if 
and only if SC, - C,S = 0. The latter is true if and only if Cj is a Toeplitz 
operator with symbol $ E H”(T) [7, Chap. 201. Then Cp = +(A + i)n-’ cp 
for cp~2(A”~’ ). Hence the strong cornmutant 3(A, A) of A is the set of all 
Toeplitz operators with analytic symbol I(/ E H”(T). Moreover, 
{K,j’= {.S*j’ @ 3(A, A). Again by Theorem 1.5, CE~,,(A, A*) if and 
only if (I - P )( SC, - CiS) = 0 or equivalently, S* C,S = C;. Therefore, 
CE~,,(A, A*) if and only if C, is a Toeplitz operator with symbol 
$EL~(%) [7, Chap. 201. In particular, the weak cornmutant 3(A, A*) 
equals the set of all Toeplitz operators with symbol $ E L”,(T). 
1.5. We say the closed symmetric linear operator A is complete11 
nonself-adjoint (ens) if each decomposition A = A, @A, on 2 = & 0 XI 
for which A, is self-adjoint implies that X, = (0). We first recall some sim- 
ple properties of this notion. 
Let z E C\R. Let UI r yi”, be the unitary part of the contraction UZ (see 
II91 or Cl% P. 91). 
LEMMA 1.11. (i) A is ens if and only if U, is completely nonunitary for 
one (hence jar all) 2 E C:\lR. 
(ii) A,, := A r 9(A)n#, is a self-adjoint operator on Sti and 
A .= A r a( A) n SF @ Ju7, is a ens symmetric operator on 2 0 #u. We cn, . 
have A = A,@ A,,,. 
(iii) SupposethatA=A,@A,onZ=$@3EG,suchthatA,isaself- 
adjoint operator on 3v; and A, is a ens symmetric operator on &. Then, 
9, = .F; and therefore A, = A, and A, = A,,,. In particular, Xu does not 
depend on 2 E @\R. 
(iv) .# 0 e,=c.l.h. {UIPzX, U;P,..X;nEN,} for each ZE@\R. 
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Proof (i) follows from Remark (4) in 1.4 and the fact that a symmetric 
operato]’ is self-adjoint iff its Cayley transform is unitary for one z E @\I& 
Ad (ii ) Since XU reduces U,, -X, reduces A and hence A = A, @ A..,. 
Since U. / XU is unitary and LI_ r .X @xl is completely nonunitary, As is 
self-adjoint and A,,, is ens by (i). 
(iii) follows from (i) and from the uniqueness of the corresponding 
decomposition for contractions. 
Ad (iv ). It is well known that a vector cp E 3’ is in -yt;, iff /I (UT)” cp[I = 
IlqIl = IIII”c~I~ for all HEN. On the other hand, 11$/l = lIU,t+ll iff P:t,b =0 and 
lIql[ = III!,*r//l iff P,q =0 for II/, rl~H. Therefore, cp E yt, is equivalent 
P,U;cp:=P,U;cp=O for all neNo, i.e., cp I U;P,Y and cp I U;P,;X for 
PIEN”. 
PROPCSITION 1.12. [f C E S( A*, B), then C r 3yr @ L@u = 0. 
Proof: Suppose 2 E C‘\iw. Let 4, E P,X. From 
uI-‘~,=(u,-r)(r-P,)u~~‘~,-P,c’~~’~,+U~~’~, for HEN 
it follows inductively that U;<=EQ(A*) for HEN,. Moreover, (A*-?) 
fJ,r(, = (:-:)(1-P,) U;-‘c; - (2-f) P,U’fm’<, + (A*-?) U-‘<; = 
(A* -z) Cry ’ 4,. Since CE J( A*, B), the latter leads to 
(B-z) cuy;f=(B-r) cu,r ‘& for each HE N. (10) 
Since B is assumed to be symmetric, C(.4 * - ?) <, = 0 = (B - 2) C<, 
implies (I’<, = 0 for 2 E C’:Iw and for 5, E P,.X. Putting this in (10) for n = I 
and proc:eeding by induction, it follows that CUT<, = 0 for n E N,, 2 E @![w 
and 5, E P,,W. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 1.1 l( iv). 
Combining Proposition 1.12 with Lemma 1.11(i), and Lemma 1.2(ii) we 
obtain 
COROI.L.ARY 1.13. If A is a ens symmetric operator. therl S( A*, B) = J,O \ 
and 3(B*. ,4)= f0). 
1.6. We now give a version of Theorem 1.5 for real 2. It will be 
essential y used in Section 4. Assume that there exist a real number z and a 
positive zonstant p such that 
and 
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Then there are self-adjoint extensions of A and B for which z is in the 
resolvent set [ 1, p. 5401. This implies that there exist bounded self-adjoint 
operators X and Y on X and X, respectively, such that 
Q(A)=X(Z-P,)X, 9(B)= Y(Z-Q_)X, (A-z)X(Z-P,)cp=(Z-PP,)cp 
for cp E 2 and (B - z) Y( I- Q=) $ = (I- Q=) II/ for $ E X. Here Pz and Q 
are the projections with ranges ((A-z)g(A))l and ((B-z)9(B))I. As 
above, let PI,,, be the projection on 2 onto c.1.h. { XjP,X; j=O ,..., n - 1) 
and let Q,,,r be the projection on X with range c.1.h. { Y’Q;Xx; j= O,..., 
II - 1 ). Because of assumption (I 1 ), Lemma 1.3 carries over verbatim to the 
case of real :. Keeping these assumptions and notations, we have 
THEOREM 1.14. Suppose n,m~N. Let c_c,(A-z)“~‘~~~;,_,(A,~) 
andlet c(.;)-(C,(A--)“~‘., (B-=)“‘~‘.)E~,:,~,.,~,(A, B). 
(i) CES,,,,(~~, B) ifand onfv if(Z-Q_,m)( UC,-C,X)(Z- P,,,)=O. 
(ii.1) CE~,,(A, B*) [fandonljl if(Z-Qz)(YC,-C:X)(Z-P=,,)=O. 
(ii.2) CES,,(A, B) lf and only if (YC,-C,X)(Z-P;,,)=O and 
Q, C,( I- P,,,,) = 0. 
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.5. We only explain the 
necessary modifications. In the above setup we have a(A”) = 
r(Z- PT.,,) X. Moreover, 9(B*) = YX + Q,X (see Lemma 7 in [8]) and 
(B*-:)(Yq~+Q~$)=cp for ~,$E.X. 
2. THE OPERATOR EQUATION (I-Q)(DW-ZD)(Z- P)=O 
2.1. As we have seen in Section 1, an operator CELL- ,(A, X) 
with canonical factorization C = C,(A - ?)” ’ is in the intertwining space 
3,,(A, B*) if and only if the operator D := C=E B(.#, X) satisfies a certain 
operator equation of the form 
(I-Q)(DW-ZD)(Z- P)=O. (1) 
Here WE E!(X) and Z E B(X) are given bounded operators and P and Q 
are given projections on JP and X. 
Instead of (1) we consider a somewhat more general operator equation 
which is easier to solve (at least formally). For let 9 be a (fixed) dense 
linear subspace of H which is invariant under W. We say a linear operator 
D: 9 +X satisfies the operator equation (2) if the operator D W- ZD: 
Q + X is bounded and if 
(I-Q)(DW-DZ)(Z-P)=O. (2) 
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Obviot sly, if D: 5? -+ X is a bounded linear operator then D satisfies (2) if 
and only if D fulfills (1 ). A slight reformulation of (2) needed later is given 
by 
LEMMA 2.1. A linear operator D: 9 -+ X‘ satisfies the operator equation 
(2) if 2nd onlJ7 lf there ure bounded linear operators F: 310 --) QX and 
G: PJf -+ X such that FP = 0 and 
(DW-ZD)cp=Fq+GPq for all cp E 8. (3) 
[f this (s true, then 
F=Q(DW-ZD)(/- P) and G=DW-ZD rPX. (4) 
Proq,‘: Since 9 is dense. D satisfies (2) if and only if (DW- ZD) cp = 
Q(DW-ZD)(I-P)cp+(DW-ZD)P~forallcp~9.DeliningFandGby 
(4), the necessity is obvious. We now verify the sufficiency. Since FP= 0, 
(3) imlrlies that D W- ZD is bounded and D W- ZD r PX = G. Thus 
(mm))(Z-P)=F. Because F.XsQX. F=Q(DW-ZD)(I-P) and 
(2) follows. 
:!.2. In this subsection we give a formal solution of the operator 
equation (2) in a certain sense. For let W, Z, P, and Q be as above. Sup- 
pose E is a projection on .#. We state the result for two important cases at 
once. 
Case (a). Let ~::=I.~.~U’~E,R;~EN,),. 
Case (b). Suppose W and Z are invertible in 5(H) and B(X). Let 
52 :=l.h.( U”E,#:kkE]). 
PROP XITION 2.2. Suppose that 53 as dejined above is dense in 3. Let D 
be an a,+itrarJ, linear operator from 9 into X. 
(i ) !f D sutizfies the operutor equation (2). then we hatle ,/or each 
kEN, 
D&kE=ZkHE+ f z” -‘Fw’.‘- lE+ i z”-‘Gpwf--‘ET 
,= I ;= I 
and in (‘ase (b), in addition, 
(5) 




where H := C r EX and the bounded linear operators F: 2 -+ QX and 
G : PX’ + X are defined by (4 ). 
(ii) Suppose that the vector spaces WkEX, where k E N, in Case (a) 
and k E Z in Case (b), are linearly independent. Conversely, if there are a 
linear operator H: EX --, X and bounded linear operators F: 2 -+ QX and 
G: PX + 3‘ such that FP=O, then C r EX := H, (5) in Case (a) and (5) 
and (6) in Case (b) define a linear operator D: 9 + X which fulfills the 
operator equation (2). 
Proof: Ad (i). Using (3) and the definitions of H, F, and G, (5) in 
Case (a) and (5) and (6) in Case (b) follow by a straightforward induction 
argument. We omit the details. 
Ad (ii ). We restrict ourselves to Case (b). Let D be the linear operator 
from 9 into I‘ which is defined by C rE;W: := H, (5) and (6). From this 
definition it follows that (D U’- ZD) WkE = (F+ GP) WkE for all k E Z. 
That is. (3) is valid. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 2.1. 
3. RESTRICTIONS OF THE OPERATOR i(S+I)(f-S)P' 
In this section we combine Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 2.2 to describe 
the intertwining spaces z,,,,,, (A, A ) and 3,,( A, A ) for restrictions (with finite 
deficiency indices) of the closed symmetric operator i(S + I)(]-- S))‘. Here 
S is the unilateral shift of multiplicity one. 
3.1. Let 3y’ = H’(T) be the usual Hardy space on the unit circle. As 
usual, S is the multiplication operator by 2 on H*(U) and T, is the 
Toeplitz operator with symbol $E L’(U). Let 9 :=l.h.(:“;n~ IV,,}. If the 
symbol rj is only in L*(U), then the Toeplitz operator T, is certainly 
defined on H”(U), hence at least on Y. We first reformulate 
Proposition 2.2 in the present situation. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P and Q be finite rank projections on 3E”. Suppose that 
{< ,,..., t,) and (< ,,..., c,). are bases for the vector spaces PX and QX, 
respectively>. A linear operator D: 9 -+ 2 satisfies the operator equation 
(I-Q)(DS-SD)(Z-P)=O (in the sense explained in 2.1) if and only if 
there are vectors $,,, Ic/, ,..., ll/r E # and ye, ..., rtS E (I - P) & such that for 
cpE9 
&=+ocp+ i: imTz(~+ i ti,Tzcp. (1) 
,P, = I /= I 
Proof We apply Proposition 2.2 with W= Z = S and E = zoo z” in 
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I” Case (a). Let (z ,,..., i;,) and 14 ,,..., rsi be biorthogonal bases for 
{<r ,..., d,). and {< ,,..., <, ). respectively. We then have 
I= I m= I 
Suppxe D: P + .w? satisfies (I- Q)(os- SD)(I- P) = 0. Clearly, 
F=Q(L)S-SD)(I-P)=~~,=,(I-P)(DS-SD)*~~,O;,,, and GP= -- 
(OS-~‘D)P=C;=,r,O(DS-SD)~,. Letting Ic/O:=D~O, q,,,:=(1-P) 
(DS-J’D)* ;‘,,,, for m= l,..., s and q, := (DS - SD) z, for I= l,..., r. formula 
(5) in Froposition 2.2 gives for each k E FY, 
=?I)“+ i ;,,,( f ‘1...9)+ i: *,( i Gzk-/) 
Ml = I /=I /= I ;= I 
= I+&~” + i ;,,, TX:” + i $,T&, (2) 
,n = I /= I 
where t’ ,,I = 2 c,,, ,--’ and ;,= 1 <,.,z’. Now (1) follows from (2) and 
Dz’=$,. 
Convlxsely, let $o, $, ,..., $,.E H and q, ,.... 11, E (I- P) -X. Define 
F := I.:,, = , II,,, 0 L,, and G: P.X -+ .X by Gz,= yl, for I= I ,.... n. Putting 
cp=: ’ iIt (1 ), we get $“= Dz”. From (2) and tiO= D:” we see that formula 
(5) in 2.2 is valid. The assertion follows from Proposition 2.2. 
Remavk. Lemma 3.1 remains true in case Q = 0 (resp. P = 0) if we 
replace .he first (resp. second) sum in (1 ) by zero in this case. 
3.2. Let d:=i(S+Z)(Z-S) ‘. Then ‘4’ is a closed symmetric 
operato]’ with deficiency indices (0, 1 ). In this subsection we let A denote 
an arbitrary closed symmetric operator with finite deficiency indices which 
is a rest -iction of A’. Then the Cayley transform CJ = Uj of A is S(I- P, ), 
where l’, is the projection on .Y? with range ker(A* - i). Since A is 
assumed to be densely defined, one easily shows that 
P+Xnker(S*-I)= 101. (3) 
(Conversely, if P + is a projection on I? satisfying (3), then U = Uj := 
S(I- P ) is the Cayley transform of a unique densely defined closed restric- 
tion A cf 2. Moreover, P, 2 = ker( A* - i).) 
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Since P~X=I.h.{SP+X, z” }, A has deficiency indices (d d+ 1 ), where 
d:=dimP+X. Now fix HEN and mEN. Suppose {<,,...,tr,} and 
v 
I; I ,‘..I 4.\,, ) are bases for the spaces Pi,,,2 and P- i,mX, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) lf c(.;)=(C;(A+i)“-‘., (A-i)“-‘.)E 
,7 ,,,,,, (A, A), then there are erectors tie, $, ,..., ll/r, E H and q, ,..., q,, E 
(I - P,.,,) 3 such that 
Jm r,, 
Ci’P=Il/ocP+ 1 ikTx(~+ 1 $,T~cP for cpEG2. (4) 
k=l /= I 
(ii) Comersely, $ $o, $, ,..., tjr,,~ SF and ye ,,..., qS,~ (I- Pi.,) 2 are 
gireu rectors such that the linear operator C, on 9 defined bJ* (4) is bounded, 
then (j.:) := (c(.4+i)” ‘., (A-i)‘“-‘.)~3 ,,,, ,,(A, A). 
Proof: Suppose c( ., . ) = (C,( A + i)” ‘., (A - i)“- ‘. ) E a,,,(A, A). By 
Theorem 1.5 and Remark (2) in 1.3, c E 3 ,J A, A) if and only if (I - P _ i,m) 
(C,S - SC,)( I- P,,,,) = 0. Equivalently, C, is a bounded operator satisfying 
the operator equation (I- P _ ,,,,,)( C,S - SC,)(Z- P,,,) = 0. The assertion 
now follows from Lemma 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let C = C;( A + i)” ’ E U;, _ ,( A, X)), where Ci E 5(X). 
Then. CE 5,,( ‘4. ‘4) if and only. J there are sectors tie, Ic/, ..., $r. E z such 
that 
and 
CT&E p,.,,x $or I = l,..., r,. (6) 
Proc?f: According to Theorem 1.5 and Remark (2) in 1.3, C E 3,(A, A) 
if and only if (C;S-SC,)(Z-P,,,,)=O and P+C;(Z-P,,,)=O. Since (6) is 
simply a reformulation of the latter, it suffices to apply Lemma 3.1 in case 
Q=O. 
Remarks. ( 1) From the proof of Lemma 3.1 we see that 
I//,= (cis-sci) g, for I=1 ,..., r, and qk=(Z--P ,,,, )(CiS-SC,)*i’, for 
k = I ,..., s ,,,. Moreover, I(/o = C’;Z’. 
(2) In case s nl = 0 (i.e., A = A’ and m = 1) the first sum in (4) has to 
be interpreted as zero. 
(3) In case m = 1 Proposition 3.2 gives a description of the operators 
CE~,,(A, A*), since 3,,(A, A*)=s,,,(A, A). In particular, 3,,,(A, A) is the 
weak commutant of A. 
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(4) Formula (6) is a system of r, equations for the functions Go,..., 
I,+~~EE They will be investigated elsewhere. 
(5) In the same way we obtain a description of the intertwining space 
5J.4, A). For let C= C,(A + i)+’ E%,,, ,(.4, 2)). Then, CE~,,(A, A) if and 
only if there are vectors $,,, 11/, ,..., Iclr, E .p such that the bounded operator 
C, is giT.en by (5). 
(6) Suppose C, is as in Proposition 3.2. The boundedness of Cj does 
not imply in general that the functions tiO, qk and $, belong to H”(T). For 
suppose A = A’. Take a $ E L’(U) such that the orthogonal projection e0 
of @EL.‘(T) onto H’(T) is not in H’(T). (An example is $=arg=.) 
Define I, := z($ - (l/0). Then, C,cp := ~,/~~cp + T~cp = I& and C, is bounded. 
4. RESTRICTIONS OF MULTIPLICATION OPERATORS 
In a :;imilar way as in the preceding section we use Theorem 1.14 and 
Lemma 2.1 to give a description of the spaces 5 ,,.,,, (A, .4 ) and S,,( A, A ) for 
certain restrictions of multiplication operators. Instead of Toeplitz 
operatol s we obtain singular integral operators. 
4 1. Let 9.N be a fixed bounded measurable subset of R and let 
.&‘ = L’l’iIN) be the L’-spaces with respect to the Lebesgue measure of R. 
Let X bl: the multiplication operator by s on .&“. We assume that the self- 
adjoint operator d :=X-l is unbounded on .X (or equivalently, the 
Lebesgu: measure of YI n ( -E. E) is nonzero for each E > 0). 
In this Section .4 is an arbitrary closed restriction of ,? with finite 
deficiency indices. As already noted in 1.4, 
Cr(.4)=.Y(Z-P,),sY and AN-P,)cp=(I-P,)cp for cp~.X, (1) 
where P, is the projection on .H with range (Ag(A))‘. Since we always 
assume Ihat Y( A ) is dense in .;ct, 
P,JX’n 9(.-l)= [O). (2) 
(Conver:8ely, if P, is a projection on X satisfying (2), then (1) defines a 
closed rl:striction A of A’ for which 2(A) is dense in &’ and P,X = 
(Ag(A)I 
Again we fix n E N and m E N. Suppose ( 5, ,..., r,, ) is a base for the space 
P,,, A?, 6 E N. 
PROPCSITION 4.1. Suppose c(.;) = (C,A”-1 ., A”‘+‘.> E 
.+3 ,1 , ,,,I , (A, A ), where C, E E8( X). Tlw jbrm I’ belongs to 3,r ,,,, (z4, A) (f and 
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on@ iJ’ there are functions $,, E L”(‘Y.X), $, ,..., $,, E X and ‘I, ,..., q,,,, E 
(I- PO,n) 9 such that 
and 
(4) 
tqs, t) := f <JX) qk( t) + i Ii/l(X) i’,(t). (5) 
k=l /= I
Proqf: By Theorem 1.14, c E s,.,,JA, A ) is equivalent to (I- P,,,) 
(C,X- XCO)(l- P,,,) = 0. Because of Lemma 2.1, the latter is true if and 
only if there are bounded linear operators F: R + P,X and 
G: P,,,,&’ + X such that FPO,,, - 0 and 
CJ-XCO=F+GP. (6) 
Therefore, c E 3 ,,,,, (A, A ) if and only if there are vectors rl, ,..., q,, E 
(I- PO,,,) X and 4, ,..., $,, E 3yj such that C, satisfies (6) with 
Now the sufficiency is clear. Letting F and GP be as in (7) it is obvious 
that the bounded (!) operator C, defined by (3) satisfies (6). Hence 
c E 3,,.,,,(4 A ). 
Conversely, assume c E 3,,,,(A, A). Then, by the preceding discussion, 
there are operators F and G as in (7) such that Co fulfills (6). Using (6) and 
(7) (3) and (4) are only reformulations of some results obtained in [5] in 
the present situation: Since the symbol S, (X, C,) E S, ( U, V) in [S] is a 
bounded operator commuting with X, it is multiplication operator by a 
certain L I-function $,,. The kernel C,(A, p) occurring in [S] is the kernel 
defined by (5) (see [S, p. 641). Since P,(V) = I in our case, (3) is the kernel 
representation mentioned on p. 68 in [S] and (4) follows from Lemma 4.3 
in [S]. The proof of Proposition 4.1 is complete. 
4.2. Similarly, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose C = C’, A” - ’ E 59” ~ ,( A, X )), where C, E 
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B(X). Then, CE~,(A, A) if and only if there are fimctions GOe L”(m), 
4, ,..., I,,, E .X such that 
Co*5,EPa,,2F for I= I,..., r,, 
nhere ,<(.u, t) := C;- , Ii/,(s) r,(t). 
Remwks. A closer study of the intertwining spaces S,( ‘4, ,4) and 
\5,,,,,,(.4. A) in Sections 3 and 4 leads (among others) to the following 
problerls which are not considered in this paper. First, one has to find con- 
ditions on the functions ik, t,, u],, 11/,~ X which are necessary and/or suf- 
ficient lor the boundedness of the Toeplitz operators C; in Propositions 3.2 
and 3.3. respectively, of the singular integral operators C, in 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. (Obviously, it suffices that the functions are in 
Lx, but this is not necessary.) Secondly, one has to solve the r, equations 
CT <I E Pi.,, 2’ (resp. Cx 5, E P,,,,H ), I = l,..., r, 
5. UNBOUNDED INTERTWINING SPACES FOR *-REPRESENTATIONS 
:i.l. We begin with some terminology (see [ 10, 61). Suppose A is 
an algeJra over C. We always assume that A has a unit denoted by 1. Let 
9 be a dense linear subspace of a Hilbert space. By a representation of A 
on .Q me mean a homomorphism 7c of A into the algebra End B such that 
K( I ) = ,. r Y and n(a) is a closable operator for each aE A. The domain 
9(n) := 9 of will be endowed with the locally convex topology generated 
by the lorms II. II n,u,, a E A. Now suppose A is a *-algebra. Let L ’ (9) := 
{.4EErd9:995?(A*) and rl*.Q~Pj. A *-representation of A on 
9 = 9(a) is a *-homomorphism 7c of A into the *-algebra L’(U). The 
involution of L+(Q) is defined by A + A+ := A* r5’. Obviously, each 
*-repre!.entation is a representation. 
Then: are several possibilities to define unbounded commutants and 
unbounded intertwining spaces for general *-representations. The author 
would like to propose the following concept. 
DEFIIJITION 5. I. Suppose X, and II? are representations of an algebra A. 
A continuous linear operator C: G?( K,) -+ Q(n?) is called an intertwining 
operator for n, and 7~~ if C7c,(a) q=z,(a) Cq for all aEA and BEG?. 
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Let 5(7c,, nz) denote the vector space of all intertwining operators for rr, 
and rr2. 
We call 3( rr,, rr,) the strong unbounded cornmutant of n,(A). If A is a 
*-algebra and x is a *-representation of A, S(rr, rr*) is called the weak 
unbounded cornmutant of n(A). 
A more general cornmutant has been used by Araki and Jurzak [2]. We 
now give the corresponding definition for intertwining spaces. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let 7c, and rr2 be *-representations of a *-algebra A. 
Let 3(x,, rr?) be the vector space of all jointly continuous sesquilinear 
forms c on U(rr,)xQ(rr?) satisfying ~(n,(a)50,,cp,)=c(cp,,~,(a+)cp,) for 
all tr~A, ~,~9(rr,) and (PEEL. The forms CE~(Z,,X,) are called 
intertwining sesquilinear forms for rc, and rr?. 3(x,, II, ) is called the weak 
form-cornmutant of rt , (A ). 
We briefly discuss these concepts. For let rr, and rc? be *-representations 
of A. 
( 1) Because of rr2 E n? we have S(7cl, rr2) G 3(x,, n;). In particular, 
the weak unbounded cornmutant 3(7c,, TcC:) contains the strong unbounded 
cornmutant 3(x,, rr,). Moreover, if ?I, is self-adjoint, then the weak 
unbounded cornmutant and the strong unbounded cornmutant of X,(A) 
coincide. 
(2) If CE S(rr,, nr ), then obviously the associated sesquilinear form 
4 . 1 .) := (C.;) is in ,1(x,, 7~~). In this sense 3(7c,. n:f)~J(n,, 7~~). 
(3) The vector space s( rr,, nz) is a so-called “weak” intertwining 
space. A similar concepts in the “strong” sense can be defined by taking all 
jointly continuous sesquilinear forms c on Q(n,) x 8(x:) which satisfy 
~.(~,(n)cp,,cp,)=~((p,,~c*(a)cp,) for all aEA, v,E~(x,) and v~E~(~c;). 
5.2. LEMMA 5.3. Let II, und x2 he *-representations of a *-algebra A. 
(i) Suppose CE~(X,,~C~), a=u+tzAandnEN. Suppose that 9(x,) 
is (7 core-for n,(a)” and thar )ICqll dpljcp)l R,,LIyzm~ for some constant p andfor 
ull q~g(n,). Then the continuous extension 6 qf C to ~(x,(u)“~‘) is in 
wrr,(a), n,(a)). 
(ii) Suppose cEz(x,, n,), u=u +EA, b=b’EA, neN and mEFU. 
Suppose also that 9(z,) is a core for x,(u)“, Q(nz) is a core for n>(b)” and 
that 
IdcPI? cpz)l dPll~,lIn,cu,n-~ lI(PrllR2,h,~~-~ .for some constant p 
and for all cp, E 9( IT,) and (p2 E Q( TC~). Then the continuous extension c of c 
to 9(7r,(a)” ‘)x 9(n,o”p’ is in 3n,,JF$j, 7C2(h)). 
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Pro0 - For simplicity we only prove part (i). Take a vector 2’ 
cp~G?(n ,(a)“). By assumption there is a sequence {cpr} of vectors 
cprtz g( t,) such that cp = lim cp, and n,(a)” rp = lim z,(a)’ cp,. Since z,(a) is 
symmetric, the latter implies that K,(U) cp = lim 7rI(a) cp,. Since 
CEJ(X,, rtc?), C7(,(a)cpr=n,(a)C~~r~N. Taking the limit and using -a 
the continuity of C, we obtain Crr,(a) cp = ~~(a) Cq. Thus CES,,(TC,(~), 
nz(a,). 
PROPXITION 5.4. Let A = Y(x) he the *-algebra of all comp1e.u 
pol)nonrials in one hermitean variable .Y endowed \lith the usual algebraic 
operations. Let II, and 7c2 be *-representations of A. 
(ii) Suppose that 9(nz)=9x(~,(.x)) and that 9(x,) is a corefbj 
each operator 7c,(-Y)“, nEN. Then, S(n,, n?)= U,,~Fd J,,(~c,(.~)~ 
rcz(?c)) I WK,). 
(ii) Assurrze thatJor each nE N U(rr,) is a coreftir 7r,(x)” andQ(z,) is 
(I core ,fw x2(x)“. Then, 
3(K,. 7(z)= u 3 ,,.,, (n,o,n,(s)) rmrr,)xarr,). 
I, c rJ 
Prooj Again we only give the proof of (i). Let C E 3( 7cr , x2). Since 
IC,(.Y) is a symmetric operator and C is continuous in the graph topologies, 
there is a n+z N such that C is continuous with respect to the norm 
II II 1[,111” I. By Lemma 5.3(i), CE 3,,(m, n,(.u)). - A 
Conv:rsely, assume that CE~,,(~C,(X), rc2(s)) for some IZE N. Since C 
maps G(rc,(s)“) into Q(zz(x)) by Definition 1.1, it follows that C maps 
mn,)G n,.,, G?(~,(.u)~“) into fi,.,, ~(K~(.x)~) = i;“( 71:). Since each a E A is 
a polynomial in .Y and CTC,(.Y) cp=7cz(s) Cq for cp~Q(n,) by 
Definition 1.1, C r 9(x,) is in 3(x,, xc?). 
Remavks. ( 1) In part (i) of Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.4 it suffices 
that rc7 s just a representation of A instead of a *-representation. 
(2) The assumption G+(7c~)=Y7(z2(s)) occurring above is 
equivalent to rrI = n**. 
(3) Let A be a closed symmetric linear operator on a Hilbert space 
&‘ with at least one deficiency index being finite. Define a *-representation 
71 of A= Y(X) by X(.X) :=A rg(7c) on g!(z) :=9”‘(A). By Theorem 1.9 in 
[ 141, Q(z) is dense in Y and g(z) is a core for each power A”, n E N. It is 
easy to check that 2(rr*)=Q’“(A*). By Proposition 5.4, S(7c, n)= 
U ,,Ehl 3,,(4 A) ~WK), ~(JL K*)=U,,,~ 3,,(A, A*) r9(n) and 3~ K)= 
U,,, rd z,,,,J A, A) r G?(n) x g(n). Thus the results of Sections 3 and 4 can be 
used to give an explicit description of the spaces 3(x, KC), 3(n, rc*) and 
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3(x, rr) in case of the concrete operators A considered therein. We do not 
repeat these formulas here. 
(4) If the core assumptions occurring above are not fulfilled, some 
(slight) modifications in the preceding are necessary. Roughly, speaking, we 
have to replace 2(x(a)“) by ,9(rr(a)“) and P,,,, by the projection onto 
((~((a-:)‘I) 9(x))’ in Definition 1.1 and Theorem 1.5. 
5.3. Let 7c, and rr2 be representations of A on Hilbert spaces X 
and X‘, respectively. We let 3,,( rr,, rr?) denote the set of all CE lB(%‘, X) 
for which C r8(n,)~3(7~,, rc?). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let TC he a *-representation of a *-algebra A. Suppose 
(. is (I subset of 3,,( 7c, K(* ) such that T* R E c 1. for all R, TE ,1’, Define 
&(K, ):=lh{R9(7c);R~.1‘}andrr,(a):=n*(a) r8(7c,,-)foraEA.Then 
TI , is a *-representation of A on the Hilbert space .@, :=9(x,,-). [f 
T. RE. I‘.for all R, TE.!‘, then ..I^ r.~?, G~,,(x,, rc,-). 
Proqf: Suppose cp, * E (r(z,, ). We can write cp and + as 
q=R,cp, + ... + R,cp, and $= T,$, + .‘. + T,$,, where R,, T[E-~” and 
q;,$,~g(rr) for j= I ,..., r and I= l,..., s. Suppose aEA. Since 7c,, (a)q= 
n*(u) R,cp, + ... + IT*(U) R,cp,= R,?r(u) ‘p, + ... + R,x(u) (P~E&~(z ,-), we 
have rc, (a) ~(IL, )rQ(rr , ). For SEA, 
Since 7r* is a representation of A, the preceding shows that IC,, is a 
*-representation of A. 
Suppose that T.Re.1‘ for all R, TE,~‘. Let TE,+‘. If UEA, then 
7c, (a) Trp=z*(a)(TR,cp, + ... + TR,(p,) = TR,z(a)cp,+ ... + TR,x(a) 
cp, = T(n*(a) R,cp, + ... +x*(a) R,cp,) = Tn., (a) cp. Since obviously 
T.C, E ;X, , this shows that ,I. r 2,. s 3,(x., , I(., ). 
Remarks. (1) Each *-algebra ..t,’ contained in 3,(x, n*) and each set 
of the form ,t.= {S I}, where E is a projection from 3Jrr, rc*), satisfies 
the above assumptions. 
(2) At least the first assertion (i.e., x.,- is a *-representation) holds 
more generally. For instance, I I” can be taken from 3(rr, n*) (with slight 
modification) and it suffices that rc is adjointable in the sense of [6]. 
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5.4. The following example shows the difference between our 
strong unbounded cornmutant 3(7c, KC) defined above and the cornmutant 
of z(A within the algebra L+(~(x)). 
Let A be as in Example 1.10, that is, A = i(S+I)(I-S)-’ on 
X = H’(T). Define a *-representation 7~ of the polynom algebra A = d(x) 
by U(,r):=O”(A) and rc(.~):=A r9(~). As already noted in Exam- 
ple 1.10, CE S,,( A, A) if and only if there is a function $ E H’“(U) such that 
Cq=$(A+i)“p’cp, HEN. Since 3(lr,7t)=U,,,N3,,(A,.4) r9(70 by 
Proposition 5.4 and (A + i) cp = 2i( 1 -z) ~’ cp, S(7c, X) is the set of all 
operatctrs C for which there exist a HE N, and a function II/ E H”(U) such 
that Ctp = $( 1 -z) fl cp, cp E Q(z). But the commutant of X(A) within the 
algebra L + (U(X) ) is very small. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. J(~c,~)AL+(Y(~))=~~(A). 
Proq,‘: Suppose CE,~(TC, ~r)n L+(~(Tc)). As observed above, 
Cv=Il/(i-:)~~“cp for some (~EH*(T) and HEFT,. If a UEA and 
q. ‘IE5’(7CL then (C+X(U) cp, ‘1) = (q, ~(tz+) Cr]) = (cp, Clr(a+) q) = 
(~(a)(‘+~.q) and hence C+7~(a)cp=rc(~1)C+cp. This shows that 
C’~S~,~).From(C’cp,r~)=(cp,~(1-~)~’~r~)forcp,~~~(n)itfollows 
that C‘ II= I+&( 1 -5) -” ‘1. Since C’ is (I.11 .,,-continuous. c’; E 3,,(A, A ) and 
there is a function <EH’(T) such that C’r~=<(l-:)-“I] for DIES. 
Compa -ing both formulas for C’, we obtain $( -z)” = ;. Since Ic/ E H’(T) 
and <t H’(T), $ must be a polynomial of degree at most tz. From 
n(s+iJ cp=2i(l -I)-‘cp, cpEg(7r), we therefore conclude that 
CEK(~(.Y)). This proves ,S(TC, r)n L+(Cs(n))~z(Aj. The converse is 
trivial. 
!‘.5. We close this section by an example of a closed *-represen- 
tation n of a *-algebra A which is not self-adjoint and for which the weak 
form-cornmutant 3(x, 7~) is trivial, i.e., each c E 3(n, z) is of the form 
~(.:)=i(.:) for some ~EC. This clearly implies ,?(~c,z)=~(x,x*)= 
(/II r 4 70; i E C 1.. In particular, this example shows that the equality of the 
strong Imbounded cornmutant and of the weak unbounded cornmutant of 
n(A) does not imply that 7c is self-adjoint. Moreover, it should be men- 
tioned I hat the conditions I, and r0 used in [2] are not fulfilled in this 
exampk .
Let 2c be the L’-space on [0, I] with respect o the measure t~’ dt. Let 
A, be tile closed symmetric operator -ir(d/dt) on 3’ with boundary con- 
dition (I!( 1) = 0 and let A2 be the multiplication operator by t. Note that 
the isorletry M’ of 3 onto L’(0, + x’) defined by ( Wq)( t) = cp( -log t) 
transforms A, into the differential operator i(d/dt) with boundary condition 
cp(O)=O and A2 into the multiplication operator by exp( --t) on 
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L’(O, + m). The operator A, has deficiency indices (0, 1) and C,“(O, 1) is 
obviously a core for each power A;, HE N. 
Let 9 be the Lie algebra of the affine group of the real line and let A be 
the universal enveloping algebra of 9 endowed with the involution induced 
by .Y+ := -x, x E 8. There is a basis (s,, .y2 } of 9 satisfying the relation 
[s,,s~]=.Y~. Define 9:=Pir’(A,), n(.~,):=iA, rG3 and x(xr,):=iA2 YS. 
It is easy to check that rt defines a closed *-representation of A on 
Q(x) := 9. Since t E ker(A f + i) it follows that t E g(rc*). Since t $ S, rc is 
not self-adjoint. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If r E 3(x, TC), rhen there is a E. E @ such rhat C( ., ) = 
i( ., . ). 
Prmf!f: Fix c E 3( z, 7~). Since the graph topology /n on P( II) is given by 
the norms 11. /( -r;, tzE N,, and I’ is continuous on 5’(z) x Q(n), there is a 
n E N,, such that lc( cp, II/ )I < p IlcplI ,q; ~~I+~~ ,4; for some constant p. By 
Lemma 5.3, r: E J,, + ,.,, + ,( ‘4,) A, ). Since ‘4, has deficiency indices (0, 1 ), 
Corollary 1.9 applies and shows that ~(cp, Ic/) = ( CPi( A, - i)“’ cp, $ ) for all 
Q.$EP(~c) and C:=C ,(A-~)“‘ES~,,+,(A,, A,), where C,EE~(.X). 
Thus 
C.4,cp=A::Ccp for all ~EQ(A:“+‘). (1) 
Since ,-E 3(x, rc) and A, is continuous with respect to each norm 11. II,,,:, 
tnE N,,. we get 
CAz(p = A,Cv for all cp~9(Ap). (2) 
Define f;(f) := ( 1 - t)’ t for r E N,. Since f, E 5!( A’;), (1) and (2) imply 
that 
C-4 I .fS,, + I =C(if(2n+l).f,,,-i(l-r),f,,,)=i((2n+2)t-l)Cf,,. (3) 
The operator ‘4: acts as -ir(d/dt) in the distribution sense. From (1), (2), 
and (3) we obtain 
‘4 : Cf,,, + I =A:(l-t)Cf,,,= -it-$((l-f)CI,,,) 
=i((2n+2)t-l)Cfz,,. (4) 
The function f =.f;,, is a solution of the differential equation -it(d/dt) 
((l-t)f)=i((2n+2)t-l)f:Thusitfollowsfrom(4)thatCf,,=~f~,,for 
some J E @. Applying again (2) we conclude that Cq = 1cp for all 
cp EQ~,, := l.h.[tr.f,,,; rE N,). 
Since /Ic‘cpI/ d llCill II(A,-i)“‘cpII for cp~9(Af”), our proof is complete 
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if we hz.ve shown that G&,, is a core for (A, - i)2n. Since Cc (0, 1) is a core 
for each power of A,, it suffices to approximate a given function 
II/ E C;I 0, 1) in the graph norm l/(,4, - i)“*. I(. Since $f;,’ E C,“(O, I), there 
r extsts a sequence \p,) of polynomials in t such that ($f,‘)‘-” = lim pl” 
uniformly on [0, l] for j= O,..., 2~. Obviously, (A, - i)2n (p,f2,, - $) is a 
Finite SL m of terms of the form t(pL/‘- ($j-g’)‘“) q,, where q/ are certain 
polynor rials in t which do not depend on r. Therefore, (A, - i)ln $ = 
lim(A, -- i)” p,f?,, in Y which completes the proof. 
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